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Abstract: Transportation of blood samples is a major part of the preanalytical pathway and can be crucial in delaying laboratory results to the clinicians. A variety of aspects however makes sample transportation a complex, challenging and often overlooked task that needs thorough planning and dedicated resources. The purpose of this review is to outline the options available for this task and to emphasize the preanalytical aspects that need consideration in this process, e.g. performance specifications for sample transportation as stated in ISO standards 15189 and 20658, quality control of automated transportation systems, monitoring of sample integrity parameters and temperature surveillance in general and for external samplers in particular. All these are tasks that the laboratory must assure on a daily basis in terms of continuous quality control, and simultaneously the laboratory must remain alert to alterations in clinical demands (sample frequency, turn-around-times) and new regulations within this area (e.g. the recent General Data Protection Regulation from the EU).
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Background

Transportation of blood samples is a major part of the preanalytical pathway and can be crucial in delaying laboratory results to the clinicians [1]. Due to increasing demands from the clinicians, it is important to have the primary venous specimen collection tubes transported to the laboratory as fast as possible to be able to measure analytes within the established stability time [2–7] to maintain fast turnaround times and ensure sample integrity [8, 9]. Furthermore, the transportation process itself must be firmly controlled to assure that the analyses requested are not affected by temperature, agitation, or other physical or biological influences [10]. Finally, transportation logistics must be well arranged to satisfy sample flow from hospital wards as well as, e.g. general practitioners (GPs), while at the same time matching sample reception with the workflow at the laboratory in terms of numbers of samples, peak arrival during daytime, etc. Any delay from blood collection to centrifugation and analysis or any deviation from standard transportation conditions could potentially alter laboratory results and subsequently have a negative impact on patient safety [11]. Of note, the impact of transportation time and conditions on test results is highly dependent on the analytes requested, time to centrifugation as well as on the analytical method applied. Multiple sample stability studies are available for separated as well as whole blood samples, though not necessarily for every analyte [2–7].

All these aspects make sample transportation a complex, challenging and often overlooked task that needs thorough planning and resources taking into account a profound understanding of which preanalytical factors could alter the test results. This information has to be cascaded amongst all parties involved in the transportation process (e.g. clinicians, nurses, phlebotomists, carriers, etc.). The purpose of this review is to outline the options available for this task and to emphasize the preanalytical aspects that need consideration in this process.

Regulations

A wide number of regulations and legislations has to be obeyed when biological materials are transported. In
general, regulations that cover transport of dangerous goods by road and rail in Europe are derived from the European agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR) and Rail (RID) (https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/danger/publi/adr/adr2017/ADR2017e_web.pdf), or by plane in the International Air Transport Association Dangerous Goods Regulations (https://www.iata.org/whatwedo/cargo/dgr/pages/index.aspx). Overall, these directives implement international agreements governing the transport of dangerous goods, but one must also consult local, national (e.g. [12]) or international governmental material [e.g. from the European Union (https://ec.europa.eu/transport/road_safety/topics/dangerous_goods_en)] on the management of risks in laboratories. From a more laboratory-specific point of view, the requirements stated in the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) guideline on Procedures for the handling and processing of blood specimens for common laboratory tests [13] and the ISO 20658:2017 on Requirements for collection, transport, receipt, and handling of samples [14] should be followed by any accredited laboratory. Of note, the latter standard contains the requirements for sample receipt, and identification and control of non-conformities. How these requirements are best and practically fulfilled need to be carefully considered by each laboratory. Recently, the General Data Protection Regulation from the European Union has set new standards for citizens’ data privacy (https://www.eugdpr.org/), which could challenge how sample tubes are labelled at external sampling and also challenge the current in-house transportation of labelled samples. The consequences of this are however still to be seen.

Means of transport

In-house sample transportation

For in-house samples, transportation can be manually or automated:

Manual transportation by trolley or by hand (e.g. by the phlebotomist or the clinician drawing a STAT sample) are both very reliable as no technical instruments are involved and also, it is an accustomed transportation form. It is however slow, and if emergency samples are carried by hand the time spent with sample transportation is time lost to perform other tasks. Another hurdle is the tendency to gather samples at the wards in order to send them in batches to the laboratory. This perhaps saves transportation labour, but the first sample collected may have been waiting for hours at the ward before it is transported to the lab. Also, if samples are received batch-wise, it is not possible to maintain a “first-in-first-out” (FIFO) process, as the laboratory does not know in which order the samples were collected.

As a consequence of these drawbacks, an increasing number of hospitals use automated transportation systems, which can be pneumatic tube transportation systems (PTS) [15] or, e.g. an electric track vehicle [16]. Both fit nicely into automation of the in-house sample reception at the laboratory; it also tends to make the wards send their samples in more “real time”, enabling the laboratory to maintain the FIFO principle, and as a natural consequence, it facilitates speed, unidirectional flow and high throughput. However, it also poses obstacles to be addressed by the laboratory professionals: It is important to note that the test request information has to be available at the laboratory when the sample arrives, which makes electronic requisition more flow-efficient than paper requisitions. Separated transport of samples and test request information in terms of paper requisitions leads to further delay in the processing of the ordered analysis, which often leads to resampling and is the cause of laborious tracing efforts for both the wards and the laboratory. Thus, if an automated sample reception system is to work, test requests must be electronically handled. A more basic problem is the obvious risk of processing the serum samples too quick, i.e. not allowing time for clot formation before centrifugation. This results in fibrin issues, which can be either interference with a number of analyses or a fibrin clot blocking the sample pipetting needle leading to a false result and possibly “down time” of the analyser – in both instances a new blood sample is needed causing delay in the clinical process. This can be solved by programming a halt in the sample flow for these serum tubes, but one must however first be aware of the problem. Another main issue is the increased risk of haemolysis shown by a number of studies (e.g. [17–19]) and also demonstrated by use of a smart phone [20]. But as revealed by a systematic review there is no general evidence for the safety of using PTS for blood sample transportation [15]. This is mainly due to the high degree of heterogeneity of the retrieved studies, but also because the local, physical PTS arrangement impacts the sample transported in an unpredictable way: Automated PTS are very individually constructed, and conditions concerning the usability (how easy can the samples be loaded?), the g-force impact (due to speed, twist and turns), the actual physical impact on the sample (which along with the mentioned g impact also includes bumps of the tubes during “pit stops” during transport and at the
arrival at the laboratory), and finally the temperature (if the PTS goes underground or outside a building) are all parameters that requires a closer scrutiny to assure sample integrity during automated transportation.

So ideally, laboratories must measure and document the actual acceleration forces in their existing PTS. For this, use of G-loggers to measure acceleration vector sums has been suggested, and the laboratory should accordingly institute quality target thresholds for these values [10]. Another more simple possibility is the use of daily test results from a particular PTS, where, e.g. median potassium values can be used to monitor changes in the impact on blood samples. Single potassium values will thus not have any relevance, while running potassium median values will provide sufficient monitoring; again, the laboratory must establish a target threshold and define what action should be taken if exceeded. Haemolysis index values for each PTS can also be used, but notably, samples can be affected without haemolysis, e.g. if potassium leaks from leukocytes or platelets during transportation [21], a preanalytical error that will remain undetected by the haemolysis index. A significant preanalytical effect on samples transported by PTS has for instance been noted for thromboelastographic analyses. For these analyses, manual transport of samples is therefore recommended [22], and in the case of platelet function testing best practice is to avoid any transportation at all and if possible, perform the blood collection at the test site.

In order to continuously minimize turnaround times in all clinical settings, a forthcoming challenge will be the use of automated PTS for all different kinds of sample materials, e.g. paediatric samples, urine, cerebrospinal fluid [23], free DNA measurement [24], culture media and even pathology specimens [25].

External sample transportation (from general practitioners or external laboratories)

External samples are transported in a variety of ways, e.g. by car [26], in boxes [27], using drones [28, 29], or even by planes and trains. If the samples are properly protected from temperature deviation and agitation, none of these transportation forms should affect the samples significantly [10]. It is however crucial to monitor these conditions – and also a demand according to the ISO15189 accreditation that most laboratories carry.

The transportation of venous blood samples from outside the hospital setting is often costly and logistically challenging. Flaws in tube labelling, packaging and transport cause delays and increased costs with several stakeholders involved. The transportation routines should be described and agreed upon, also including what to do when these routines are deviated from. A number of technical support systems for this, including software [30] and intelligent transportation boxes with GPS and temperature loggers [31], are already on the market, and such features will for certain be an important part of an improved preanalytical quality assurance in the future.

Transport control systems

Optimally, transportation should be performed under the same temperature conditions as storage before and after analysis until the analysis quality control has been performed and approved. Ideally, the time and temperature of transport boxes should be logged, which previously has been nicely described [10]. At best, temperature data from the transportation phase should be incorporated in the laboratory information system (LIS) in order to facilitate a swift, automated approval procedure when receiving outhouse samples. Such systems are not yet available, but LIS companies should be encouraged to develop such functionalities.

There is a large body of evidence on sample stability (e.g. [32–34]), but specification and documentation of sample stability under different circumstances and ambient temperatures are outside the scope of this review; to retrieve this information the reader could consult e.g. Tietz’s textbook [35] or Guder’s Diagnostic Samples [2]. But in order to judge stability of the analytes, information on specimen collection time, time to centrifugation and analysis time are inevitable and must be presented in the LIS. Samples that are not guaranteed to reach the laboratory the same day must be centrifuged, which necessitates centrifugation capability and educated personnel, e.g. at the GP. This however requires quality assurance of the centrifugation performed as well as of sample aliquoting (if performed). Therefore, sampling of specimens for analytes with short-time stability or demanding storage in plain tubes after centrifugation or freezing prior to transport must be specified in the laboratory’s specimen collection guidelines, which according to the ISO15189 must be distributed to external samplers. Just as samples are rejected due to haemolysis, samples with analytes beyond the specified stability time and outside the approved temperature limits should be rejected for analysis. Importantly, routines should be established at the laboratory to avoid similar situations in the future.
Third party delivery

Security systems must be established that ensures sample transportation by a third party if such are used, e.g. samples send by mail: Although used widely in many countries, the efficiency of postal systems is generally deteriorating due to the now-a-days more IT-dependent communication, and one must therefore assure sample integrity if postal delivery is delayed. This is, e.g. a problem with centralised investigations such as screening for colorectal cancer using immunochemical testing of faecal occult blood (iFOBT), where samples are sent by public postal delivery. A recent study with stability tests of faeces samples stored at 30°C for 14 days showed no change in the distribution of iFOBT tests below and above the cut-off [36], and the significantly delayed sample delivery was therefore not an issue. Such developments can be foreseen for a variety of samples and analytes, and it is of course the responsibility of the laboratory to monitor and if necessary, validate any alterations in a third party transport that could affect sample integrity.

Conclusions

Although automation of the laboratory tends to ease a number of (especially) preanalytical issues, there is still a vast amount of challenges to deal with. Regarding sample transportation, all laboratories must establish performance specifications for sample transportation as stated in ISO standards 15189 and 20658. In an ideal world, the preanalytical conditions during transportation are specified for all types of specimens, and as a minimum this should include maximum time of transportation, recommended temperature range, and also specify the most usual exceptions in terms of, e.g. short-time stability, susceptibility to transport, agitation and processing. Also, automation systems, e.g. PTS, must be quality-assessed, not only prior to use, but also continuously to assure sample integrity. Other sample integrity parameters to be monitored are of course haemolysis and clotting, but also stability and temperature parameters for the specific analytes must be followed. For the latter, temperature surveillance must be installed with pre-specified acceptance limits, and at best the LIS should be used to handle these data; if necessary, the suppliers must be urged to develop these possibilities. Altogether, the laboratory must be aware of its responsibility of continuous quality control of the entire transportation process, including delivery circumstances for third party deliverers, while simultaneously remain alert to alterations in clinical demands (sample frequency, turnaround times) and new regulations within this area.
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